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Kerala is sought out natural paradise for its blissful environment love by almost all the across the
globe. It is one of the renowned tropical paradise and a well known tourist destination. Today its
tourism has become quite popular and flourishing worldwide. The houseboat which is also known as
the queen of backwater is one of the major attractions of tourist that captures the attention of
millions of tourist with its fascinating tour sail on the amazing unique lake of Kerala. Almost every
year people rush to relish the mesmerizing cruise of this backwater which is quite exciting and
exhilarating.

The Houseboats in Kerala entertain the heart and minds and simply pleasures and delight every
tourist. The meandering pathways beautifully decorated and fringed by swaying coconut and palm
trees makes it attractive and stimulating creates a lovely scenery attracting millions of tourist by its
spell bound nature of the surrounding. The houseboat serves as the main transporting system for its
relish for which it has become popular among all the tourist visitors from all across the world.

The houseboats are constructed in such a way so as to satisfy and comfort the tourist seeking to
cruise on the backwater. The houseboats are made with eco-friendly materials with spacious rooms
well furnished excellent spacious rooms with cozy stay. Almost all the worldly pleasurable luxury
and comforts are found in it. These particular houseboats are love by almost all the tourist especially
the honeymoon escapers find it suitable and comfortable and exciting with its cruise. Thus it has
become one of the most popular tourist products of Kerala ever to be known.

Some of the benchmarked backwater cruising centers of Kerala are given below:

Kollam

The city is one of the prominent backwater sites of Kerala considered to be the southern gateway to
the backwaters of Kerala. It connects the backwater from all the four corners of the direction of the
city and you can experience the most mesmerizing longest cruise with its target. Alleppey
houseboats can be a suitable choice for its cruise as the backwater network from Kollam to Alleppey
is the longest cruise accessible in this site. You can either choice one of its destination and target
for the longest exhilarating cruise with the maximum backwater excitements found on the fringes
and bay on the way.

Kumarakom

With the above cruise you can also drop in for bird watching in the Bird Sanctuary of Kumarakom
and relish its mesmerizing hang out on your journey of exploring the backwater marvels. There
many things to be experience in this particular destination too which can zeal your excitement and
bring happiness and delight to your tour. You can also try for it and remain stun in this backwater
amazing site of

Kumarakom. 

Some other similar exhilarating fun filled backwater targeted tourist places are Kochi which is often
frequented for eye witnessing Chinese fishing Net and other tourist marvels, Thiruvananthapuram
which is to be must in your tour for cultural and historical discovery etc.

Precisely saying the backwaters of Kerala has brought glory and honor to this small state of Kerala.
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Experience and enjoy the ionic tourist product and explore the backwater marvels like never before.
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